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Abstract
We report on observation of the infrared photoresistance of twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) under
continuous quantum cascade laser illumination at a frequency of 57.1 THz. The photoresistance
shows an intricate sign-alternating behavior under variations of temperature and back gate voltage,
and exhibits giant resonance-like enhancements at certain gate voltages. The structure of the
photoresponse correlates with weaker features in the dark dc resistance reflecting the complex band
structure of tBLG. It is shown that the observed photoresistance is well captured by a bolometric
model describing the electron and hole gas heating, which implies an ultrafast thermalization of
the photoexcited electron–hole pairs in the whole range of studied temperatures and back gate
voltages. We establish that photoresistance can serve a highly sensitive probe of the temperature
variations of electronic transport in tBLG.

1. Introduction

In a breakthrough discovery in 2018 it was experi-
mentally shown that when two graphene layers are
stacked vertically, while being twisted by a magic
angle of 1.1◦, the inter-layer hybridization leads to
the emergence of ultra-flat electronic bands [1–3].
Strikingly, these bands were found to host a pleth-
ora of exotic electronic phases including uncon-
ventional superconductivity, correlated insulators,
as well as magnetic and topological phases [2–6].
These discoveries, demonstrating that the twist angle
can be used to control the state of 2D materials
and for manipulation of strong electronic correla-
tions, produced a remarkable excitement and multi-
disciplinary research (see, e.g. [7–25] and references
therein). In particular, optoelectronic studies provide
a way to access the unique and rich physics of twis-
ted bilayer graphene (tBLG) and open a potential
for a novel kind of devices, such as detectors of
terahertz and infrared radiation [26, 27]. So far,

these studies have been limited to investigation of
photocurrents excited in unbiased tBLG structures
[22, 28–39].

Here we report on observation and study of the
infrared photoresistance in tBLG with small twist
angle of ∼1◦. The photoresistance exhibits a com-
plex sign-alternating behavior upon variation of the
back gate voltage and the sample’s temperature. In
particular, at low temperatures it exhibits sharp neg-
ative spikes at several gate voltages. We show that the
infrared photoresistance is caused by the bolomet-
ric effect—change of the dc resistivity due to electron
and hole gas heating. This conclusion is supported by
the fact that the photoresistance closely follows the
first derivative of the dark dc resistance with respect
to the temperature: the shape of the gate-voltage
dependence of the photoresistivity at all temperatures
practically coincides with the difference of resistance
traces obtained at two neighboring temperatures.
This property enables us to estimate the heating effect
and to demonstrate its weak sensitivity both to the
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measurement temperature and to the gate voltage,
controlling the low-energy moiré band structure and
position of the chemical potential in tBLG. We thus
establish that, despite high energy of electron–hole
pairs excited by the infrared radiation, the rich struc-
ture and sharp negative spikes in the gate voltage of
observed photoresistance are completely determined
by the temperature variations of low-energy trans-
port, which is strongly affected by the moiré poten-
tial of small angle tBLG. Our study demonstrates that
photoresistance can serve as a sensitive probe of the
low-energy transport characteristics, even those that
are hardly detectable using the standard transport
measurements.

2. Samples andmethods

The heterostructure consisting of the tBLG layer
sandwiched between hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)
was prepared using a ‘cut and stack’ technique, where
a single flake of monolayer graphene is cut in two
pieces using an AFM tip, and these two pieces are
stacked together via substrate rotation yielding a con-
trolled twist between the two graphene layers, for
details see [40]. Bottom and top layers of hBN had
a thickness of 16 and 10 nm, respectively. The two
graphene sheets were stacked one on top to the
other at a target angle of 1◦. A graphite layer on
the bottom of the hBN/tBLG/hBN was used as a
local back gate electrode. The stack was etched into
a Hall bar geometry 17× 2µm2. A CHF3/O2 mix-
ture was used to expose the graphene edges, with sub-
sequent evaporation of Cr/Au (5/50 nm) providing
ohmic contacts for transport and photoresistance
measurements.

The sample was placed in a temperature-variable
He exchange gas optical cryostat with ZnSe win-
dows. To capacitively tune the carrier density in the
tBLG structure, back gate voltage UG in the range
of ±3 V was applied to the graphite back gate of
the device. The sample resistance, R, was measured
in two-terminal geometry using the standard low-
frequency lock-in technique, with excitation current
of 100 nA.

Figure 1 shows the sample resistance as a func-
tion of the applied gate voltage measured at dif-
ferent temperatures in the range from T= 3.6 to
170K. At low temperatures the resistance exhibits
clear sharp peaks at certain gate voltages characteristic
for tBLG: The charge neutrality point (CNP)-peak
at UG,eff = 0 V is flanked by highly-resistive peaks
at ±2.5V with strongly insulating behavior. From
the position of these peaks which mark the edges
of the moiré bands, the twist angle was estimated
to be ∼1◦, using the thickness of the bottom hBN
layer to calculate the gate capacitance. The resistance
traces also show less pronounced peaks at±1 V. This
suggests that the area between the source and drain
contacts B and C (see figure 2) acquires some twist

Figure 1. Two-point dc resistance Rmeasured between
contacts B and C (see inset in figure 2) as a function of the
effective gate voltage at temperatures T ranging from 3.6 to
170K. The upper axis shows the corresponding carrier
density calculated using the gate capacitance as
n= UG,eff · 9.62× 1011V−1 cm−2.

Figure 2. Normalized photoresistance∆R/R as a function
of the effective gate voltage at a temperature T= 3.6K. The
corresponding resistance without illumination is illustrated
by blue line. The inset shows a sketch of the Hall bar
structure, contacts B and C used for the two-point
measurements, and the linear polarization angle with
respect to the short side of the Hall bar (the azimuth angle
α= 75◦).

angle inhomogeneity, i.e. that the measured area is
dominated by a twist angle of ∼1◦ but also contains
fractions with lower twist angles of ∼0.6◦. Recent
studies with STM or SQUID-on-tip techniques [19]
provide a direct experimental evidence of such twist
angle inhomogeneity. The inhomogeneity can also
be responsible for the double-peak structure of R at
±2.5V. Note that the gate voltage corresponding to
the CNP, UCNP, was varying slightly between differ-
ent sample cooldowns due to different charge trap-
ping in the gate insulator [41, 42]. Correspondingly,
in the presented data we use the effective gate voltage
Ug,eff = UG −UCNP.
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In order tomeasure the photoresistance we used a
continuous wave (cw) quantum cascade laser (QCL)
which operated at a radiation frequency of 57.1 THz
(photon energy of 236 meV) and provided an max-
imum output power of 130 mW. The normally incid-
ent radiationwas focused onto the tBLG sample using
a parabolic mirror, which resulted in a laser spot
with diameter of about 0.5 mm as checked by a
pyroelectric camera [43, 44]. This spot diameter was
an order of magnitude larger than the Hall bar size
ensuring a uniform illumination of the sample. The
polarization state of the incoming radiation was con-
trolled using a quarter-wave plate and linear polar-
izers. The photoresistance was measured as the dif-
ference between the two-point dc resistance in the
presence and absence of cw QCL illumination,∆R=
Rill −R. In all figures apart from figures 5 and 6, we
present the results for the normalized photoresistance
∆R/R.

3. Results

Applying the infrared radiation to the tBLG structure
we observed a photoinduced change∆Rof the sample
resistance [45]. Figure 2 shows a typical example
of recorded ∆R, normalized to the dark resistance
R, as a function of the applied gate voltage UG,eff.
These data were obtained at the lowest T= 3.6 K.
Besides a primary narrow negative spike at the CNP,
the photoresistance ∆R/R exhibits several spikes at
large negative and positive gate voltage, namely, at
UG,eff =−2.46,Ug,eff = 2.14, and 2.38V. Comparison
of these data with the dark resistance, see blue line in
figure 2, shows that positions of the negative spikes
in ∆R/R coincide with the peak positions in R. We
thus observe that, despite the huge photoexcitation
energy of 236 meV, the major sharp features in the
UG,eff-dependence of∆R/R correspond to the abrupt
changes of dc transport properties when the chemical
potential is passing the edges of the low-energy moiré
bands at ∼10 meV from the CNP, see discussion
below. This establishes that the infrared photoresist-
ance can indeed serve a sensitive probe of the low-
energy dc transport of tBLG. In this connection, it is
worth mentioning that variations of the photoresist-
ance∆R withUG,eff are orders of magnitude stronger
than those in the dark resistance R (not exceeding
50%), and thus remain equally strong if the photores-
istance∆R is not normalized to the dark resistance R,
see figure 5.

As the temperature of measurements increases,
the behavior of the photoresistance changes substan-
tially, see figure 3. While the photoresistance dips at
positions of the peaks in dark resistance remain pro-
nounced up to 70K, their magnitude is significantly
reduced with increasing T. These changes are again
consistent with evolution of the dc resistance R in
figure 1, where all peaks become progressively weaker

Figure 3. Normalized photoresistance∆R/R as a function
of the effective gate voltage at different temperatures from
10 to 70K.

Figure 4. Temperature evolution of normalized
photoresistance∆R/R (red), resistance R (blue), and the
derivative of the resistance with respect to the temperature
∂R/∂T (green) at an effective gate voltage of UG,eff = 0 V
corresponding to the CNP.

and broader at elevated T (for T≲ 30K). Moreover,
one observes that the sign of ∆R at a fixed UG,eff fol-
lows the sign of temperature variation ofR at the same
UG,eff, for a detailed comparison see figures 4–6. At
higher T, the side peaks become very weak in R while
the corresponding features are still well resolved in
∆R, whereas the broad CNP peak in R continues to
broaden and starts to grow. Consistently, at T> 70K
the photoresistance becomes positive in the whole
range of gate voltages (see figure 6(d)). Finally, for
temperatures above 140K the photoresistance signal
becomes vanishingly small.

We now turn to a quantitative comparison
of the temperature evolution of the dc resistance
and photoresistance. Figure 4 shows the temperat-
ure dependence of the normalized photoresistance
∆R/R (red line) together with that of the resist-
ance R without illumination (blue) at UG,eff = 0
corresponding to the CNP. It is clearly seen that

3
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Figure 5. Photoresistance∆R as a function of the effective
gate voltage measured at a temperature of T= 3.6K plotted
together with the scaled difference between the dark
resistances measured at T= 10K and T= 3.6K.

the photoresistance changes its sign with increasing
temperature. Apart from that, comparing the tem-
perature dependence of the photoresistance with
the dark resistance we find that the photoresist-
ance closely follows the temperature derivative of the
dark resistance, ∂R/∂T, see green line in figure 4.
As discussed below, this provides a strong evid-
ence that the observed photoresistance is caused by
the radiation-induced electron and hole gas heat-
ing. Another justification comes from the ana-
lysis in figure 5. Here we directly compare the
non-normalized photoresistance ∆R measured at
T= 3.6 K (red line) with the difference of the dark
resistance traces measured at temperatures of 10 and
3.6 K and observe that, up to a constant scaling factor
of 1.07, these curves nearly coincide, see figure 5.
Similar precise coincidence is observed at higher T,
see figure 6.

4. Discussion

The results presented above demonstrate that, des-
pite a complex moiré band structure of tBLG, the
photoresistance of this material in the studied fre-
quency range is pretty well captured by a rather
common and well-established mechanism related
to electron heating [46]. Within this mechanism,
the stationary non-equilibrium energy distribu-
tion of electrons under continuous illumination is
approximately given by the equilibrium Fermi–Dirac
distribution, but with the measurement temperat-
ure T replaced by an elevated electron temperature
Te > T. The value of the electron temperature Te

should be found self-consistently from the energy
balance equation. This equation expresses the sta-
tionary condition that, for certain Te > T, the
energy absorbed by electrons is fully compensated
by the energy flow from hot electrons to the lat-
tice (usually assumed to remain at the measurement

temperature T). Provided Te −T≪ T, the photores-
istance due to electron heating is given by:

∆R=
∂R

∂Te
(Te −T), (1)

in full accordance with our findings, presented in
figures 4–6 and discussed in more details below. This
description of electron heating and of the corres-
ponding photoresistance is generally valid when equi-
libration of the absorbed energy within the electron
system is faster than its transfer to the thermal bath of
phonons but, in practice, is also frequently applicable
when this condition is violated.

In our case, the photon energy, ℏω = 236 meV,
strongly exceeds all other involved energy scales—
the temperature, Fermi energy, and moiré minibands
widths—all being of the order of 1 to 10 meV [2].
It follows that a typical optical absorption process
takes place between occupied initial electron states
well (∼120 meV) below the Fermi energy EF and
empty states well above EF, as illustrated in the inset
in figure 6(d). At such high energies the states are only
weakly influenced by the moiré superlattice [27] and
can be considered as a continuumwithout significant
modulations of the density of states. Thus, a change
of the gate voltage, which strongly modifies the moiré
electron spectrum and resistance in the vicinity of
Fermi energy and CNP, should only weakly affect the
amount of absorbed energy governed by such dis-
tant states. Similarly, the relaxation of hot electrons
should also possess a weak sensitivity toUG. The pho-
toexcited electrons and holes are expected to rapidly
thermalize via electron-electron collisions simultan-
eously transferring the excess energy to the lattice via
the acoustic phonon emission [47]. All these pro-
cesses involve huge number of possible intermediate
states with typical energies comparable to ℏω ≫ EF
and, thus, may also possess a weak sensitivity to the
low-energy spectrum of tBLG and the exact position
of EF, controlled by the gate voltage UG.

As a result, the electron temperature Te, express-
ing the balance between absorption and energy relax-
ation, is expected to be largely insensitive to UG.
In sharp contrast to Te, the temperature derivative
∂R/∂Te of the dark resistance should be highly sens-
itive to bothUG and temperature, in particular in the
vicinity of the moiré band edges where the transport
contributions of different states in the temperature
window around the Fermi energy can be essentially
different.

The above conclusions are well supported by our
experimental findings, which confirm that the sign
of the photoresistance correlates with the temperat-
ure dependence of R, see figure 4 [48]. Moreover, the
analysis presented in figure 5 confirms that the UG-
dependence of ∆R coincides with that of ∂R/∂Te,
while the electron heating factor ∆T≡ Te −T in
equation (1) turns out to be insensitive to UG. This

4
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Figure 6. Photoresistance∆R as a function of the effective gate voltage measured at temperatures of 10K (a), 17 K (b), 30 K
(c), and 70K (d) plotted together with the scaled difference between the dark resistances measured at neighboring temperatures
(provided in the legends together with the scaling factors). The inset in panel (a) shows the relative radiation-induced heating
∆T/T estimated from the scaling factors using equation (1). The inset in panel (d) shows a sketch of the optical excitation and
relaxation processes leading to electron heating at energies in the vicinity of the flat bands.

implies a surprisingly low sensitivity of the high-
frequency heating to the low-energy spectrum of
tBLG. As discussed above, such a weak sensitivity is
expected for the photoexcitation process, as well as
the initial stages of thermalization and energy transfer
to lattice. However, at a later stage, when the energy
of nonequilibrium carriers reduces to ∼10 meV,
one would rather expect that the relaxation process
becomes sensitive to details of the band structure and
position of the chemical potential. Nevertheless, our
observations suggest that in the studied device the
thermalization remains ultimately fast under all con-
ditions, resulting in Te independent of UG.

This result is further confirmed by the analysis in
figure 6: At all temperatures the shape of the photores-
istance can be well reproduced by the difference of
the dark resistance traces measured at two neighbor-
ing temperatures. Only in close vicinity of the strong
negative spikes some small and not systematic devi-
ations are noticeable (see horizontal bars in figures 5
and 6). These can be attributed by a limited accur-
acy of estimated ∂R/∂T obtained from comparison
of resistance traces at two different temperatures. The
scaling coefficients, obtained from such comparison
(see legends in figures 5 and 6) provide an estimate for
the electron heating ∆T, which remains at the level

of 5 K in the whole studied interval of temperatures.
From this estimate, we also establish that the relative
heating ∆T/T (see inset in figure 6) remains small
for all T except the lowest T= 3.6K (figure 5). In
the latter case equation (1), valid for the linear heat-
ing regime, is only marginally applicable, and the
obtained value of∆T can be inaccurate.

5. Summary

Summarizing, we show that, despite high energy of
electron–hole pairs excited by the infrared radiation,
the rich structure and sharp negative spikes in the
gate voltage dependence of observed photoresistance
are fully determined by the temperature variations
of low-energy transport and, therefore, are strongly
affected by the moiré potential of small angle tBLG.
Ourmain observations and analysis demonstrate that
photoresistance provides an alternative highly sensit-
ive method for characterization of low-energy trans-
port properties of tBLG which, despite its intrinsic
complexity, permits a reliable treatment and clear
understanding. In addition, the analysis of resist-
ance detected in the presence and absence of radi-
ation at varying T yields a direct access and measure
of electron heating in illuminated tBLG, which may

5
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provide an important quantitative check to future
theories describing optical excitation and relaxation
processes in this intriguing and rapidly developing
class of 2D electronic systems.
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Appendix. Infrared radiation-induced
photocurrents

Apart from the photoresistance studied in a biased
tBLG, in the absence of external bias we observed
polarization-dependent photocurrents. Exemplary
results, obtained at low T= 3.6K, are shown in
figures 8–10. For the photocurrent measurements the
continuous infrared 57.1 THz radiation produced by
QCL was electronically modulated at a frequency of
fQCW = 160 Hz. The photocurrent along and across
the Hall bar was measured using standard lock-in
technique as a voltage drop between different pairs of
contacts BC and BD, see figure 7.

In the case of linear polarization and low intensity
I, the photocurrent j∝ I can be generally represented
as [22]:

j= j0 − j1 cos(2α)− j2 sin(2α), (2)

where the components j0, j1, and j2 are coefficients in
front of the first three Stokes parameters, and the azi-
muth angle α is defined as the angle of linear polariz-
ation with respect to y-direction across the Hall bar,

Figure 7. Sketch of the sample structure. The azimuth
angle α is defined between the vector of the radiation
electric field E and the short side of the Hall bar.
Photosignals and transport were measured using the
contacts marked in blue.

Figure 8. The gate voltage dependencies of polarization-
independent component j0 of the photocurrent, see
equation (2), measured using contact pairs BC and BD.
Blue line: dark resistance measured between the contacts B
and C.

see figure 7. The last linearly independent compon-
ent of the photocurrent jC, proportional to the forth
Stokes parameter, requires application of the circu-
larly polarized radiation, inwhich case the second and
third Stokes parameters vanish, and:

j= j0 + jCη . (3)

The helicity-dependent photocurrent contribution
jCη, proportional to the radiation helicity η =±1, has
opposite signs for the right- and left-handed circu-
larly polarized radiation.

Figure 8 shows the extracted polarization-
independent contribution of the photocurrent j0
as a function of the applied gate voltage for both
measurement directions BC and BD. It is seen that
the photocurrent behaves similarly for both meas-
urement directions. Similar to the photoresistance
presented in the main text, the photocurrent shows
pronounced features corresponding to peaks in the
sample resistance (blue line in figure 8). However,
in contrast to the photoresistance, at the CNP the
photocurrent changes sign, together with the change
of the charge of the majority carriers. Empirically,

6
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Figure 9. The gate voltage dependencies of polarization-
sensitive photocurrent components j1, j2, and jC, see
equations (2) and (3), measured between contacts B and D.
Blue line: dark resistance measured between the contacts B
and C.

this behavior resembles a derivative of the resistiv-
ity with respect to the gate voltage, the density, or
the Fermi energy. A similar differential line shape
of the photocurrent in systems with a CNP-like fea-
ture has been reported and understood in previous
works where a wide range of effects like plasmonic
resonances in a Dyakonov-Shur configuration [49],
thermoelectric effects [50, 51], ratchet effects [52],
and edge photocurrents [42, 53] were studied.

The differential line shape has already been
observed also in tBLG in the terahertz range of radi-
ation frequencies [22, 33], where, however, it was
rather linked to asymmetric scattering and the change
of the carriers type at the CNP. We believe that in our
device the origin is similar to that identified in [22]
and is rooted in asymmetric elastic scattering of car-
riers. At the same time, the theory developed in [22]
describes photocurrents induced via the intraband
terahertz absorption, and thus is not directly applic-
able to the present case of direct interband transitions
induced by the infrared illumination. Investigation
of the corresponding mechanisms of sign-alternating
tBLG photocurrents due to the interband absorption
remains an interesting subject for future work. The
focus of our present work is rather on photoresist-
ance which, unlike photocurrent, does not require
any spatial asymmetry, as the direction of current is
defined by the external bias, absent in the photocur-
rent studies. The model that we successfully imple-
mented for interpretation of results in the main text
is not applicable to the photocurrents, as it does not
include any asymmetry and thus results in vanishing
photocurrent.

Figures 9 and 10 show the gate voltage depend-
ences of the extracted photocurrent components
j1 and j2, sensitive to the direction of the linear
polarization, as well as the helicity-ensitive con-
tribution jC, separately for the transverse (con-
tacts BD, figure 9) and longitudinal (contacts BC,

Figure 10. The gate voltage dependencies of polarization-
sensitive photocurrent components j1, j2, and jC, see
equations (2) and (3), measured between contacts B and C.
Blue line: dark resistance measured between the contacts B
and C.

figure 10) photocurrents. Similar to the polarization-
independent component j0, the polarization-sensitive
components possess similar features for both meas-
urement directions correlated with the peaks in the
sample resistance (blue lines). In contrast to the pho-
tocurrents detected in previous studies in the tera-
hertz frequency range [22, 33], in the infrared range
the polarization-sensitive components are found to
be much smaller than the polarization-independent
photocurrent, see figure 8.
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